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HISTORY

INNOVATION

In 1975, Antonio Romera founded the piano bench factory,
Hidrau Model, with one ideal: to create the best piano
benches in the world.
Over the past four plus decades, Hidrau Model’s piano
benches have become the touchstone of our field for their
design, their incomparable quality, their durability, and the
constant search for innovation. In such, we always satisfy
the high standards our clients require.
Currently focused on the second generation, HIDRAU MODEL
is a leading corporation at the world level in the manufacture
and technological development of piano benches. We follow
the line from the start and invest in research, innovation and
design with enthusiasm.
…. and thus we carry forth the founder’s ideal in search of
excellence in the world of music.

At the end of the 90s, we bet on innovation and
enthusiastically invested in research, innovation, and
design. The result of that commitment has left us with a
catalog of unique, worldwide patented products, such as
those that incorporate the HidrauTech system and, as our
latest innovation, Smart technology.
We are the only piano bench manufacturers to develop
proprietary technology.

PHILOSOPHY
Our company’s vision and philosophy is centered on the
constant search for excellence in piano bench manufacture.
For this reason, we commit the never-ending task of
innovation, incorporating new materials, technology, and
design because our insignia is to create art through our stools.
Thus, striving for a change of image that consolidates and
enhances our trajectory, one that combines elegance with
solidity, keeps with our times, and never forgets our roots,
we present to you our new brand: HIDRAU.

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
Beyond our piano benches, we are engaged in musical
culture and a way of life that is close to people’s reality. We
believe in what people can achieve.
And because of that, Hidrau collaborates with benefit
organizations that work to help young musicians, organizing
international pianos competitions as well as promoting
culture and education as an axis of future value.
Maintaining cooperative ties within our community is of
immeasurable value toward making this world a better place.

SUSTAINABILITY

The new Hidrau catalog is a collection of all the values that

our benches represent in their performance, resistance,
wide range of products, customization, guarantee, and
functionality, all designed for the comfort and convenience
of pianists.
We have a wide range of exclusive and innovative designs,
adapted to current needs, without leaving our classics
behind. In all of them, Hidrau remains faithful to the style
and quality that has characterized us since our inception.

INTERNATIONAL
But if there is one value that transcends since its beginnings
in Hidrau, it is its international character. Our international
trade seal is in the DNA of our business, given that Hidrau
was born as an international company.
Our stools are known and recognized throughout the
world; we export to more than 40 countries and serve the
most prestigious operas, theatres, international events,
colleges, academies, and universities in Europe as well as
Russia, Japan, the USA, Australia, Asia... And we continue
expanding, because in our world there are no borders.

SECTOR RECOGNITION

HIDRAU

The company has more than 45 years of experience in the
manufacture of piano benches, and we enjoy international
respect and recognition for our quality within our sector
from professional musicians and distributors alike. The
result of this recognition is the expansion that Hidrau has
achieved; in addition to manufacturing benches, we have
also achieved cooperative alliances with the most world
renowned piano manufacturers. This is precisely the
case with “Schimmel Pianos,” of which brand we are the
authorized bench manufacturer.

HIDRAU

Producing sensibly and not consuming more than necessary,
we are forced to act to make our products as sustainable as
possible. This can be seen in avoiding the use of harmful
substances and through the projection of producing clean
energy through solar panels, among other actions.
All of this is done without forgetting our main commitment
is to create benches that withstand the passage of time, since
the best benches are those that grow old by your side.

QUALITY AND ELEGANCE
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HIDRAUTECH

INNOVATION
We can consider it the best piano bench in the world!
After several years of effort and investment in research
and development, we have created this innovative system
with the goal to facilitate piano bench height adjustment
in an automatic, effortless way. Hidrau Tech offers the
silence and comfort that any pianist needs for the very best
musical interpretation and performance. Unlike the rest of
the products of the market, Hidrau Tech represents a new
generation of piano bench where the user takes control
of a modern, innovative system created exclusively as an
essential tool for the pianist to execute his job masterfully.
The mechanism of Hidrau Tech is patented worldwide by
Hidrau Model S.L.
By just turning the knob 30º, the upholstered top rises
automatically. Hidrau-Tech is the only mechanism on the
market propelled by a dual gas spring system.

HIDRAUTECH

HIDRAUTECH

This new system has been developed by HIDRAU MODEL S.L. and
the patent number is PAT.ES-201130935.
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The HIDRAUACADEMY bench series are ideal
for music schools and conservatories for
their resistance and durability under intensive
use. They are characterized in having an
automatic and easy-to-regulate mechanism
and a very sturdy, solid metal structure. They
are designed and manufactured so as not to
emit any bothersome noises that could affect
concentration and proper training at the piano.
They are available in a wide variety of models,
differentiated by the size of their seats, and of
course some models are ergonomic. There are
also different upholstery options to choose from.

HIDRAUACADEMY

HIDRAU
ACADEMY

HIDRAUACADEMY

PIANO BENCHES FOR
CONSERVATORIES
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BARCELONA BM44H

∙ Modern design with a very strong metallic body
∙ The hydraulic mechanism is easily activated by levers
∙ The mechanism is completely silent and wobble-free
∙ Its ergonomic seat facilitates a proper posture for the back and
prevents the pianist from experiencing bothersome pressure on
the thigh arteries while sitting
∙ Ideal bench for music conservatories due to its resistance, easy
adjustment, and comfort
∙ Matt black bench with choice of synthetic or genuine black
leather upholstery. Additional upholstery colors are also available
upon request.
∙ Spare part replacements available
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HIDRAUACADEMY

HIDRAUACADEMY

∙ Modern design with a very strong metallic body
∙ The hydraulic mechanism is easily activated by levers
∙ The mechanism is completely silent and wobble-free
∙ Flat, high-density foam seat
∙ Ideal for music conservatories due to its resistance, easy
adjustment, and comfort
∙ Matt black bench with choice of synthetic or genuine black
leather upholstery. Additional upholstery colors are also
available upon request.
∙ Spare part replacements available
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CHICAGO BM45H

ATLANTA BM45HP

∙ Modern design with a very strong metallic body
∙ The hydraulic mechanism is easily activated by levers
∙ The mechanism is completely silent and wobble-free
∙ Flat seat made with high density foam
∙ Ideal for music conservatories for its resistance, easy adjustment, and comfort
∙ Matt black bench with choice of synthetic or genuine black leather upholstery.
Additional upholstery colors are also available upon request.
∙ Spare part replacements available

∙ Modern design with a very strong metallic body
∙ The hydraulic mechanism is easily activated by levers
∙ The mechanism is very silent and wobble-free
∙ Its extra-long, ergonomic seat facilitates a proper posture
for the back and prevents the pianist from experiencing
bothersome pressure on the thigh arteries while sitting
∙ Ideal bench for music conservatories due to its resistance,
easy adjustment and comfort
∙ Matt black bench with choice of synthetic or genuine black
leather upholstery.
∙ Spare part replacements available
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MARSEILLE BM45HL

∙ Modern design with a very strong metallic body
∙ The pneumatic mechanism is easily activated by a lever
∙ The mechanism is completely silent and wobble-free
∙ Flat, high-density foam seat
∙ Ideal bench for music conservatories and young students because of its
resistance, easy adjustment, and comfort
∙ Matt black bench with choice of synthetic or genuine black leather
upholstery. Additional upholstery colors are also available upon request.
∙ Spare part replacements available
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∙ Modern design with a very strong metallic body
∙ The hydraulic mechanism is easily activated by levers
∙ The mechanism is completely silent and wobble-free
∙ Its ergonomic, double layer seat facilitates a proper posture for the
back and prevents the pianist from experiencing bothersome
pressure on the thigh arteries while sitting
∙ Ideal bench for 4-handed playing and music conservatories due to its
resistance, easy adjustment, and comfort
∙ Matt black bench with choice of synthetic or genuine black leather
upholstery. Additional upholstery colors are also available upon
request.
∙ Spare part replacements available

HIDRAUACADEMY

FRANKFURT BM41HP
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HIDRAUCLASSY is our high-end series of
carefully hand-crafted benches, conceived for
grand pianos and to satisfy the needs of the most
demanding pianists. High-density padding,
rubber levelers on the legs, and a sturdy and
silent mechanism are the main features of this
group of benches. Some models incorporate
the patented Hidrau-tech technology, an
automatic mechanism powered by a double gas
spring system. Thanks to their easy regulation,
great durability and comfort, and noise-free
quality, these benches help the pianist achieve
better precision and the necessary comfort to
face any musical interpretation.

HIDRAUCLASSY

HIDRAU
CLASSY

HIDRAUCLASSY

GRAND PIANO AND/OR
CONCERT PIANO BENCHES
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HAMBURG BC26AN

MUNICH BC38AN

∙ Dual cross mechanism ensures high precision height adjustability
∙ Made with European beech wood and varnished with polyester
∙ Hand-made capitone seat with 6 buttons and special high-density foam
∙ The straight, tapered legs come equipped with rubber levelers
∙ This piano bench can be made in any combination of colors of woods and fabrics
∙ Spare part replacements available

∙ Dual cross mechanism ensures high precision height adjustability
∙ Made with beech wood and varnished with polyester
∙ Hand-made, stitched, and ergonomic seat made with high-density foam
∙ Grand piano style legs come equipped with rubber levelers
∙ This piano bench can be made in any combination of colors of woods and fabrics
∙ Spare part replacements available
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WASHINGTON BC39AN
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HIDRAUCLASSY

∙ Dual cross mechanism ensures high precision height adjustability
∙ Made with European beech wood and varnished with polyester
∙ Hand-made capitone seat with 10 buttons and special high-density foam
∙ Embellished with a beautiful skirt, covering the mechanism
∙ Grand piano style legs come equipped with rubber levelers
∙ This piano bench can be made in any combination of colors of woods and
fabrics
∙ Spare part replacements available
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TOKYO BC39 TECH-OV

HELSINKI BC26 TECH-OV

Rubber leveler | Most of the concert
piano stools have this useful leveler to
adapt the piano bench to any stage,
providing the necessary stability for
a masterful interpretation. Optional
Brass or Chrome Ring decoration is
available.
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HIDRAUCLASSY
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∙ Adjustable in height with our exclusive Hidrau Tech mechanism
∙ Made with European beech wood and varnished with polyester
∙ Modern style, hand-sewn, flat seat made with a high-density foam
∙ Straight legs come equipped with rubber levelers and golden or chrome trim
∙ The oval knob design stylizes the piano bench and facilitate its adjustment
∙ This piano bench can be made in any combination of colors of woods and fabrics
∙ Spare part replacements available
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HIDRAUCLASSY

∙ Adjustable in height with our exclusive Hidrau Tech
mechanism
∙ Made with European beech wood and varnished with
polyester
∙ Hand-made Capitone seat with 10 buttons and
special high-density foam
∙ It has got a nice upholstered skirt which covers the
mechanism
∙ Grand piano style legs come equipped with rubber
levelers and golden or chrome trim
∙ The oval knob design stylizes the piano bench and
facilitate its adjustment
∙ This piano bench can be made in any combination of
colors of woods and fabrics
∙ Spare part replacements available
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∙ The body is made of metal and the pedals are made of very strong nylon
∙ Offers adjustability in height and in the separation between pedals
∙ It fits most pianos
∙ Spare part replacements available
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HIDRAUACCESORY
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MONACO AP22
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The HIDRAU benches are characterized by
the quality of their materials and finishes, a
requirement of the brand. The wood which
is used, European origin beech, uses quality
stains and varnishes in a wide variety of colors.
The carefully-selected upholstery is available
in high quality velvet, synthetic leather, and
leather, with the latter two being handcrafted.
Additionally, we include decorations in both
brass and chrome to match the style of your
bench to that of your piano. Whatever bench
you desire, with HIDRAU, is made into reality.
Customization has never been easier.

UPHOLSTERYFINISHES

UPHOLSTERY
FINISHES

UPHOLSTERYFINISHES
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OUR FINISHES
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LEATHER UPHOLSTERY

19

BROWN

20 BEIGE

25 BEIGE

26 HAZEL NUT

21

WHITE

23 BLACK

27

28

24 RED

34 BLUE

29 BROWN

30 WHITE

35

133 NUT

31

32 GREEN

GRAY

RED

BLUE

BLACK

UPHOLSTERYFINISHES

UPHOLSTERYFINISHES

VINYL UPHOLSTERY
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The HIDRAU benches are characterized by
the quality of their materials and finishes, a
requirement of the brand. The wood which
is used, European origin beech, uses quality
stains and varnishes in a wide variety of colors.
The carefully-selected upholstery is available
in high quality velvet, synthetic leather, and
leather, with the latter two being handcrafted.
Additionally, we include decorations in both
brass and chrome to match the style of your
bench to that of your piano. Whatever bench
you desire, with HIDRAU, is made into reality.
Customization has never been easier.

WOODFINISHES

WOOD
FINISHES

WOODFINISHES
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OUR FINISHES

29

BENCH

BLACK

WHITE

MECHANISM

LEGS

OVAL KNOB

AUTHOMATIC

SKIRT SEAT

ERGONOMIC SEAT

RUBBER LEVELERS

SPADE

STRAIGHT

DETACHABLE

HYDRAULIC

HIDRAU TECH

CONCERT

STEEL

CHARACTERISTICS

WOOD

WOOD FINISHES

SPECIAL CHARCS.

IVORY

BM41 HP

BM44 HP
BM45 H
BM45 HP
BM45 HL

ACCESORY

BENCH

MECHANISM

LEGS

OVAL KNOB

SPADE

STRAIGHT

DETACHABLE

HYDRAULIC

HIDRAU TECH

CONCERT

STEEL

WOOD

Each color is available in both satin and highgloss finishes.

AUTHOMATIC

MAHOGANY

SKIRT SEAT

1

ERGONOMIC SEAT

WALNUT

AP22

RUBBER LEVELERS

1

ACADEMY

BM44 H

SPECIAL CHARCS.
BC26 AN

BC38 AN
BC39 AN

WOODFINISHES

CHARACTERISTICS

BC39 TECH-OV

CLASSY

BC26 TECH-OV
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